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Convergence of Upwind Schemes

for a Stationary Shock

By Jens Lorenz*

Abstract. A nonlinear first-order boundary value problem with discontinuous solutions is

considered. It arises in the study of gasflow through a duct and allows, in general, for multiple

solutions. New convergence results for three difference schemes are presented and the

sharpness of numerical layers is established. For the EO-scheme, stability of a physically

correct solution with respect to time evolution is shown.

1. Introduction. In this paper we analyze three difference schemes applied to a

shock problem

(1.1) -£f(u(x)) + b(x,u(x)) = 0,       0<x<l,    «(0) = Y0, «(1) = Yi-

Since the differential equation of first order is supplemented by two boundary

conditions, we have to make precise what is meant by a solution of (1.1). In the case

(1.2) bu(x,u)> p> 0   on[0,l]xR

this is easily done: for all e > 0 the second-order problem

(1.3) -eu" + /(«)' + b(x,u) = 0,       0<.x<l,       h(0) ■= y0,    u(l) = yx,

is uniquely solvable and the solutions ue tend to a limit function U of bounded

variation. U is considered as the solution of (1.1). Motivated by the considerations

in [3], we are also interested in cases where the condition bu > 0 is violated. The

one-dimensional duct flow equations for an inviscid gas can—for the stationary

state—be reduced to a scalar equation for the velocity u, which has the form (1.1)

(see, e.g., [16]). The condition bu > 0 is violated, e.g., for a converging-diverging

duct. We make precise below what we understand by a solution of (1.1) in this case.

Since (1.1) describes the stationary states of the hyperbolic problem

u,+ f(u)x + b(x,u) = 0,       0 < x < 1, t > 0,

(1.4) t/(0,0 = Yo.    «(1,0-Yi.        *>0,

u(x,0) = (¡>(x),       0 «£ * ^ 1,

the question of stability with respect to time evolution is also of interest. If bu > 0,

the solution U is stable; in the converging-diverging duct problem there are often

two solutions, f/(1) and t/(2) with shocks; U{1) is unstable [3], It seems to be very

likely that the solution i/<2), which has its shock in a region where bu > 0, is stable,

but this has not yet been shown rigorously.
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Possibly the simplest numerical methods for (1.4) are explicit difference schemes

^(«r1 - «;)+£{*(«m,«")-*(«r.«r-i)}

Í1-5) +f>(//j,«;) = o,      KUrn,

Here « = l/(w + 1),  t > 0,   u,° = <H'«)> and  u"  approximates  u(ih, m). The

function g(■, • ) is a numerical flux function used to discretize the term f(u)x.

We are particularly interested in the flux functions

(max(/(w): « < w< u},    « < u,

(1-6) ?(«.")=       •  f ,/   v      ^     ^    \
^min(/(w): d<w<u),     v ^ u,

of Godunov (e.g., [12]) and

(1.7) g(u,v)= f" min{f'(s),0} ds + f max{/'(j),0} ds
Jc Jc

of Engquist-Osher [4], [13], [14]. Since these are monotone schemes it is known that

they lead to approximations converging in L,-norm, at least if b = 0 and if no

boundary conditions are present [2]. For the stationary case with Dirichlet boundary

conditions (the «-dependence in (1.5) is dropped) convergence in L,-norm has been

shown in [9] for all monotone schemes if bu > p > 0. (See [1] for relevant analytical

discussions.) These results do not make use of the upwind nature of the EO- and the

G-scheme. More specific convergence results for the EO-scheme and an 0(«2 ^mod-

ification have recently been shown in [10] under restrictive assumptions. This paper

continues [10] and contains a number of new results for the stationary shock

problem and discretizations of it.

1. An essential assumption for the convergence result in [10] was that the discrete

solution

(«,) = («?)

of the EO-scheme is monotone with respect to i. In this paper, we can drop this

condition completely, allowing for applications to the duct flow problem. Essentially,

we can reduce the whole discussion to the consideration of a 2x2 nonlinear

algebraic system and obtain the same convergence results as in [10]. Especially, it is

again established under the milder conditions that a numerical layer for the

EO-scheme contains at most two mesh-points. Values at other mesh-points converge

uniformly with order h. For the modification of the EO-scheme introduced in [9],

[10] a similar result is shown with 0(/i2)-estimates.

2. The same convergence proof goes through also for the G-scheme. We show even

more: Under the conditions made, the values uf of the G-scheme and the values uf°

of the EO-scheme coincide exactly, with the exception of only one value at an

interior layer. The G-scheme marks an interior layer even sharper than the EO-

scheme, namely by only one mesh-point. (It should be pointed out, however, that the

EO-scheme gives a C^-numerical flux function, whereas the flux function for the

G-scheme is only Lipschitz continuous. This makes Newton's method difficult for

the G-scheme, since one has to distinguish between right and left derivatives.)
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3. In a situation as in the converging-diverging duct problem we show for the

three schemes existence and local uniqueness of a discrete solution (uf) converging

to the probably stable solution U(2). We can show rigorously that the discrete

solution (wf) of the EO-scheme is stable in the sense that all eigenvalues of the

linearization of the EO-system at (uf) are positive. Thus, for the method of lines

system

(1.8) dt
u(t) + Th(u(t)) = 0,       *>0,

the stationary solution  uh close to t/(2)  is an attractor. Here Th denotes the

EO-discrete analogue of (1.1).

2. The Continuous Problem. In this section we define a solution concept for

problem (1.1), give a physical example arising in duct flow, and then describe the

detailed assumptions under which the behavior of the difference schemes shall be

analyzed. With NBV we denote the space of all functions u of bounded variation on

[0,1] which are normalized such that

u(x) = u(x+)   Vxg [0,1), k(1) = k(1 -).

Furthermore, let sga = -1,0, +1 for a < 0, =0, > 0. Motivated by Theorem 1 of

[10], we adopt the following definition:

Definition 1. Any function U e NBV which satisfies the following three conditions

is a solution of (1.1):

(i) /«>{/( W - Hx,U)4>} ¿ = 0V^e C0"(0,1).
(ii) For all discontinuities y e (0,1) of U

sg(U(y+)- U(y -))(f(U(y)) - f(k)) < 0

holds for all k between U(y + ) and U( y

(iii) At the boundary points i = 0 and i

)■

0<(-l)'+1s&(U(i)-yi)(f(U(i))-f(k))

holds for all k between U(i) and y¡.

We note that (ii) is a special case of Oleinik's condition (E), see [12], and (iii) is a

special case of conditions at the boundary described in [1]. To our knowledge,

existence and uniqueness of U has only been shown for bu > p > 0, see [10]. We

accept the solution concept of Definition 1, however, also in cases where bu > 0 is

violated. This is motivated by the following example.

A gas flow problem. With A(x), 0 < x < 1, we denote the cross-sectional area of a

duct. Let p, u, e, and p denote density, velocity, specific internal energy, and

pressure. If heat conduction is neglected, the inviscid equations of conservation of

mass, momentum, and energy read in the stationary case (e.g, [7], [15]):

(2.1)

puA

(pu2+p)A

pe + p— + p\uA

0

pA

0    /

= 0.
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For definiteness, let p be given by the perfect gas law, p = (y - l)pe, where y > 1

is constant. With the two constants

u1
c0 = puA,        H = ye +—

the variables p, e, and thus p can be eliminated from the momentum equation. This

yields

t«*s / y + 1 2H\'     A'(x) I        2H\     n
(2.2) 1--u +-    + —f-i- [u-=0,
V     ' \y- 1 u  )       A(x) { u  j

where for physical reasons 0 < u < v/2~77. If we try to prescribe w(0) = y0, u(\) = yx,

we arrive at a problem (1.1). Here f(u) = (y + l)u/(y - 1) + 2H/u is convex and

b(x, u) = A'(x)(u - 2H/u)/A(x) fulfills the crucial condition bu > 0 for unique-

ness only if the duct is diverging. If a solution u(x) of (2.2) has a discontinuity at

some 0 < y < 1, then

f(u(y-))=f(u(y+))

and u(y — )> u(y + ). This follows from conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.

Any solution u of the scalar equation (2.2) gives rise to a solution (p,u,e) of the

system (2.1). One can show that (p,u,e) satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot jump

condition for the stationary system (2.1) and also satisfies the entropy condition at

the jump y, i.e.,

u(y-)-c(y-)>0> u(y+)-c(y+).

Here c = {(y - 1)(// - h2/2)}1/2 denotes the local speed of sound.

In our opinion, these considerations justify—at least partly—the reduction of the

system (2.1) to a scalar equation and the solution concept for the scalar equation. It

is not claimed, however, that time stability for the system (2.1) is equivalent to time

stability for the scalar problem.

Led by the above example, we now make the conditions precise under which the

behavior of the difference schemes shall be analyzed. Let (1.1) be given with smooth

functions /(«), b(x,u) and assume

Al. For some u* <e U, a(u) = f'(u) ^ 0 holds for u ^ u*.

A2. y0 > u* > yx.

A3. The solutions U¡ and Ur of

U,(0) = yo,       f(Ul)' + b(x,U,) = 0,

t/r(l) = Yi,       f(Ur)' + b(x,Ur) = 0

exist on [0,1] with

U,(x) > u* > Ur(x),       0 < jc < 1.

Condition A2 means supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow in the gasflow exam-

ple. Condition A3 can be relaxed, but it is important that U, and Ur have a common

interval of existence; otherwise phenomena like corner layers can appear, which will

not be analyzed in this paper. Under the above conditions a crucial quantity is (see

[5])

J(x)=f(U,(x))-f(Ur(x)),       O^x^l.
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Figure 1

If J(x) > 0 in [0,1], then U = U, solves (1.1) and if J(x) < 0 in [0,1], then U = Ur

solves (1.1),as is easily seen by checking condition (iii) of Definition 1. If J(y) = 0

for some 0 < y < 1, then the discontinuous function

(2.3) U(x)
U,(x),    x<y,

Ur(x),    x^y,

solves (1.1). In the gasflow problem for a converging-diverging duct the function

J(x) often has two zeros yx and v2 with

A'(yx)<0<A'(y2).

This leads to three solutions of (1.1): one solution equals U¡(x) for x < yx and Ur(x)

for x > v,; the second equals U¡(x) for x < y2 and Ur(x) for x 3s y2. These are

sketched in Figure 1. There is a third solution which equals Ur(x) for 0 < jc < 1. It

corresponds to a solution with a boundary layer at jc = 0 for problem (1.3) and is

considered irrelevant here, since it contradicts our assumption of supersonic inflow.

The observation about two (or more) shock solutions for the duct flow problem is

due to [3]. With the interesting idea used in [3] for the model problem

u, + i uu. a(x)u,

one can show that any shock solution of (2.2) with a shock at yx, A'(yx) < 0, is

unstable as a solution of (1.4).

3. Analysis of the EO- and the G-scheme. On a uniform mesh with step-size

h = \/(m + 1), the discrete equations for (1.1) read

(3 1)     (T>'u'- = ];s(ui+1,ui)-g(u,,ui_x) + b(ih,ui),       i = l,...,m,

(Thu)0=u0 = y0,    (Thu)m + X = Yi-
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For the G-scheme, g is given in (1.6); for the EO-scheme, g is given in (1.7). Under

the assumption Al of Section 2 the functions g simplify. Without loss of generality,

we take c = u* in (1.7) and assume /(«*) = 0. Then

Íf(v), u > u*, v > u*,
0, m > U*, ü < u*,

f(u)+f(v),     u<u*,v>u*,

f(u), u < u*, V < u*,

lmax{f(u),f(v)},     u<u*,v>u*,
S  (u,v)= .

[g    (u,v), otherwise.

Our main convergence result for the EO-scheme is:

Theorem 1. Let conditions Al to A3 of Section 2 hold and let J(x)=f(U¡(x))-

f(Ur(x)) vanish at some y e (0,1) withJ'(y) < 0. Especially, the function U(x) given

in (2.3) solves (1.1). Then for h < h0 the EO-system has a solution uh = (uf)

converging to U with the following estimates: For some C independent of h and an

index j = j(h)

\U,(ih)-u}\<Ch,       0Ki<j-h

\Ur(ih) - uhi\ < Ch,       j + 2 < i « m + 1, u) > u* > h*+1,

\j(h)h-y\^Ch

holds.

In our proof we apply the method of upper and lower solutions to a mapping <f>:

R2 -> R2. Since this useful principle is crucial for our arguments we first establish it

for completeness. For vectors u, w g R* define

t; < w «=> t>, < wj    for i = 1,..., k.

If <p: Uk -» R'' is a nonlinear operator, then ¡i e R* is called a lower solution of the

equation 4>u = 0 if <¡>v ^ 0. Similarly, <bw > 0 means that w is an upper solution.

The following lemma is essential.

Lemma 1. Let <f>: Uk -* R* be continuous and outer-diagonally decreasing, i.e., for

allj =,*= i the scalar functions

M, -> <pj(ux,..., «,,..., «J

are monotonically decreasing for all ux,..., «,_,, m¡+1, ■ ■ ■ ,uk fixed. If there exist v,

w e R* w/'i/i u < w, r#)(;<0< <f>w, i/ievi i«e equation <bu = 0 /zas a solution u with

v < ¿7 < w.

Proo/. Let L = {ueR*: <j>í/<0, íj<w<h>} denote the set of all lower solu-

tions between v and w. For í = 1,..., k define componentwise

ü¡ = sup!«,: u g L).

It is not difficult to see that <pü = 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. 1. First define discrete values w,7 = «*/, w(> = u% in analogy to

the continuous functions U¡, Ur by the two-point relations (upwinding):

"o/ = Yo.    f(uii)-f(ui_x/) + hb(ih,uil) = 0,       i = 1,2,...,m + 1;

"m + i,r=Yi,    /("/+i,r)-/(",>) + hb(ih,u,r) = 0,        í = m, m - 1,...,0.
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If h < «0 it is clear that these values are uniquely defined with uu > u* > uir and

max | U,(ih) - uu | < Ch,       max | Ur( ih ) - uir | < Ch.
i i

2. The basic idea of the proof is the following: Fix h < h0 and consider for fixed

j e {1,..., m - 1} the 2 X 2 system (with g given in (1.7)):

(g(uJ+i,Uj) - g(uj,Uj_u) + hb(jh,Uj) = 0,

\g(uj + 2,nuj + i) - g(uJ + vuj) + hb((j + \)h,uj+x) = 0

for (Uj,uJ+x) g R2. Suppose we can find a j so that this system has a solution

(57,wy+1)with

(3.3) ûj >u*> w,+1.

Then the grid function

(3.4)

solves the EO-system! Thus the crucial question is: For which j has the 2 X 2

system (3.2) a solution with (3.3)? We define an 0(h^approximation to J(x) =

f(U,(x))-f(Ur(x))by

Jh(i) = /(«,._,.,) -f(ul+Ur) - hb(ih,u*).

Since J(y) = 0 and J'(y) < 0, there is an index j = j(h) with \j(h)h - y\ = O(h)

and yA(y) > 0 > yA(7 + 1). We claim that for such a / the 2 X 2 system

<t>i(p,q) = g(q,p) -g(p^j_XJ) + hb(jh,p) = 0,

<t>2(p,q) s g(«/+2,r.î) -g(?.p) + »(O + i)M) = o

has a solution (p, q) with p ^ u* > q.

3. First note that <¡> is outer-diagonally decreasing, i.e., D2<bx < 0, D1fr>2 < 0, since

Dxg < 0 < D2g. Thus the method of upper and lower solutions can be applied to

the system f/>(p, q) = 0. Now note u¡¡ > u* ^ «y+i,, and thus

<?>,(«*, uJ+Xr) = g(uJ + Xr, u*) - g(u*, Uj_xl) + hb(jh,u*)

= f(Uj+l,r) -f(uj.XJ) + hb(jh,U*) = -Jh(j) < 0,

<í>2(w*,«/+lr) = g(uj+2r,uJ + x r) - g(uJ + Xr,u*) +hb((j + l)h,uj+Ur)

= f(Uj + 2,r) -f(Uj+l,r) + hb((j + \)h, UJ + Ur) = 0,

and, similarly,

«hi«,,,«*) = 0,       <¡>2(ujhu*) = -Jh(j + 1) > 0.

Therefore, there is ( p, q) with (J>( p, q) — 0 and

«*<P<«/;, «/-i-l,r<?< "*■

Especially, (S,, u/+1) = (p, ^) satisfies (3.3), which completes the proof.   D

What changes if we consider the G-scheme instead of the EO-scheme in a

situation as described in Theorem 1? Essentially the same convergence result holds,

but the layer becomes even sharper. The EO-values and the G-values coincide

exactly except at two mesh-points.
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Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 for h < h0 the G-system has a

solution uh = («*) converging to U with the following estimates: For some C indepen-

dent of h and an index k = k(h)

\U,{ih)-ut\<Ch,       O^i^k,

\Ur(ih) - «f|< Ch,       k + 2^i^m + l,

\k(h)h -y\< Ch

holds. Furthermore, if (uf°) and (up) denote the constructed solutions of the

EO-system and the G-system, respectively, then

(3.6) uf° = uf    forj*i*j + \,

where j = j(h) is specified in Theorem 1.

Proof. 1. Let («,,), (uir), Jh(i) and j = j(h) with \j(h)h - y\ = 0(h) and

Jh(j) > 0 > Jh(j + 1)

be constructed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. Consider again the 2 X 2

system (3.2) where g is now the G-function (1.6). If (3.2) has a solution (5y-, üJ+x)

with (3.3), then again the grid function (3.4) solves the G-system. In (3.5) we rewrote

(3.2) as

(3.7) <t>(Uj,uJ+x) = <b(p,q) = 0.

Again <i>: R2 -» R2 is outer-diagonally decreasing, and

</,(u\«/+1,r)< (0,0) <<*>(«,,,«*)•

The method of upper and lower solutions therefore establishes existence of a

solution («., Uj+X) of (3.7) with

Since (3.3) is satisfied, we have shown existence of a solution (w,c') of the G-system

with

«P = «„ = «f°,       / < y - 1,
i/p = «Ir = «f°,       i>y + 2.

2. By (3.7) we have for the G-values:

0 = <t>x(uj,uJ + x) = max{/(«,),/(iiy+l)} -f(uJ_x,) + hb(jh,uJ),

0 = «í>2("7,"/+i)="/("y+2,r)-max{/(«7),/(«/+1)} +tó((y + l).A,«i+1).

If f(Uj+x) < /(wy), then the equation 0 = «^iiUy, w/+1) reads

/(«/)-/("/-!,,) + A6(yA,«y)-0,

and thus wy = wj7 by definition of (m,v). Similarly, if f(uJ + x) > f(Uj), then the

equation 0 = <t>2(t/., h.+ 1) yields h/+1 = M/+lr. This shows that in both cases the

shock is marked by only one mesh-point. Therefore, the above convergence result is

proved with k — j — 1 or k = j.   D
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y-fj  y   y + o-

Figure 2

Essentially, Theorems 1 and 2 show convergence of order h in maximum norm

and sharpness of the numerical layer for the EO-values and the G-values, if the

shock is at a position y g (0,1) with J'(y) < 0. Since

J'(y) = f{U,(y))'- f(Ur(y))>

= b(y,Ur(y))-b(y,U,(y))

= bu(y,è)(Ur(y)-U,(y)),

and Ut(y) > Ur(y), we find J'(y) < 0 to be satisfied if the usual sign restriction

bu(x, u) > 0 is fulfilled at the position je = y of the shock. In Theorems 1 and 2 we

only stated existence of a solution uh closed to U. If the condition bu > 0 does not

hold globally, then global uniqueness cannot be expected, in general, as the duct

flow problem shows. In order to formulate a local uniqueness result we define for

p > 0, a > 0, y g (0,1), aset Q(h,p,a, y) c Rm+2 of mesh functions u = (w,)by

m G fi(A,p,a, y)    iff \U,(ih) - u¡\ < p    for ih^y-a,

\Ur(ih) - u¡\ < p    for ih > y + a.

By the convergence result of Theorem 1 we know that for any p > 0, a > 0 there is

h0 > 0 such that the EO- and the G-systems both have solutions uh in Q(h, p, o, y)

for h < hQ. We now state a local uniqueness and stability result. For the conditions,

see Figure 2.

Theorem 3. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and assume p > 0, a > 0 are

fixed such that

min ¿//(x) - p > «*,       0 < jc < j - a,

maxi7r(jc) + p < u*,       y + a < x < 1,

(3.8) AM(jc,u)>0   /or/ - 2a < x < y + 2a, u G R.
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Then for h < h0 the EO- and the G-systems have exactly one solution uh in

Q(h,p,a, y). The solution uh of the EO-system is stable as t -» +00 for the method of

lines system (1.8).

Proof. We give the proof only for the EO-system. The G-system can be treated

similarly.

1. Let p = p(h) g {0,..., m + 1} be the largest index with p < y - a and let

q = q(h) be the smallest index with q > y + o. With (t/A) = uh we denote a solution

in ß = Q(h, p, o, y). By definition of fi, we have u¡ > u* for i < p and «* < u* for

/' > q, and therefore

«? = «?,    for/<p-l,       uf = ukr    ioTi^q + l.

(wA and m(a are defined in the proof of Theorem 2.) Now make h so small that the

mesh-points (p — l)h and (a + \)h lie in the interval [y - 2a, y + 2a]. By condi-

tion (3.8) the discrete problem

g(",+i> «/) - g(",-> «,--i) + b(ih, u,) = 0, p < 1 < a,

= „A
M9+l — Mi+l,r'M/>-l  ~ up-l.l'

is uniquely solvable [8], [14]. This shows that for h < h0 all solutions uh in Í2 must

coincide with the solution constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.

2. For the solution uh in Q we have by Theorem 1:

uk ?> u*    for/</,        i/,A < w*    for/>;'+l

for some j = j(h),  \j(h)h - y\ = 0(h). Therefore, the linearization at  uh is a

matrix of the following form:

Th'(uh)

di

0
*     dj-i

dj       '

1     dJ + x

0

The diagonal elements are

dt-\\a(u!)\+bu(ih,u>)

with d¡ > a/h + 0(1), a > 0, for j ¥= 1: ¥= j + 1. Furthermore,

í = iH"*+i)l'   t = \Huj)[
and thus the positive définiteness of the connecting 2x2 block follows from (3.8)

and \jh - y\ = O(h).   D
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Extensions. In [10, Theorem 3.1], we also gave convergence results for the

EO-scheme in cases where

J(x)=f(U,(x))-f(Ur(x))

does not vanish in (0,1). Then interior discontinuities for a solution U of (1.1) are

not possible, but U does, in general, not satisfy both boundary conditions. (For

e > 0 a boundary layer occurs.) The technique used in Theorem 1 of discussing a

2x2 nonlinear system to get a convergence result can be used in all cases treated in

[10, Theorem 3.1]. Thus one can drop the condition b(x, 0) = 0 which we needed in

[10] to guarantee a monotonie discrete solution (wA). The convergence results are the

same as those stated in [10, Theorem 3.1].

4. Analysis of the 0(A2)-Modification of the EO-Scheme. In [9], [10] a three-point

modification of the EO-scheme was introduced where the source term b(x,u) is

switched also. With g given by (1.7) the scheme reads

■jf{Ä(«i+i.«i)-*(«i.«i-i)}
(4.1) +Ä"-i*(*,-i,»,-i) +(1 - ßi - ßt)b(xi,ui)

+ ß++xb(xi + x,ui+x) = 0,        i = l,...,m,

uo = Yo>      Um + l = Yl-

Here x¡ = ih and the coefficients ß~, ß,+ are defined by

ß~ = B{Ka(Ui)/Jh),       ß; = B{-Ka(U¡)/dh),

where a(u) = f'(u).

B(r) is the ^-function

for r < 0,

f or 0 < r < j-,

for |< r < 1,

for r > 1

connecting the values 0 and {". k > 0 is a parameter which can be taken indepen-

dently of h as follows. Let c0 < u < c, denote an a priori region containing all

«-values of interest. Furthermore, let

\bu(x,u) | < Mx,    \a'(u)b(x,u)\ < M2    in [0,1] x[c0,c,].

As shown in [9], [10], any choice of k and h with

(4.2) 0 < k< \/2{m~2,       h^4M2/M2,

leads to an operator (4.1) which is outer-diagonally decreasing in the a priori

domain.

In the next theorem, we assume

c0 < Ur(x) < U,(x) < cx    forO < x < 1,

and we let k be fixed with (4.2).

B(r) =
(1-rf
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Theorem 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 and for h sufficiently small the above

scheme has a solution uh = (wA) converging to U with the following estimates: for some

C independent of h and an index j = j(h)

\U,(ih)-u1\^Ch2,       0</</-l,

|l/r(iA) - u,*| < Ch2,       j + 2 < / < m + 1,

\u(h)h-y\< Ch

holds. Furthermore, a local uniqueness result as in Theorem 3 is valid.

Proof. The proof follows the same steps as the proof of Theorem 1. We only point

out some differences. The values uu, uir are determined according to

h
"o/ = Yo,    /(«,■/) -/(",-w) + 2 {*(*.-i' "i-u) + b(x¡' "//)} = °>

/' = 1,2,..., m + 1;

"m + l.r = Yl,      /(«/ + !,,) -/("/,) + 2 {*(*/. «Ir) + M*, + l,", + l,r)}  = °>

i = m, m — 1,...,0.

They are 0(A2)-close to Í/, and t/r, respectively.

The 2x2 system to be solved for (p, q) = (uj, uJ+x) reads

<t>i(p,q) = <t>2(p,q) = 0

with

h
«f>i(/>><?) = g(q>p) - g(p,Uj-i,i) + 2b(xJ-i>uJ-Ui)

+h{l-B(Ka(p)/i/h)}b(xpp)

+ hB(-Ka(q)/ifh)b(xj+1,q),

*2(P.?) " g(«i + 2.r.?) -*(?./0 + hB(Ka(p)/\fh)b(xJ,p)

+ h{\ - B(-Ka(q)/4h)}b(x] + x,q)

A., v

Again, one has to determine an index j = /(A) for which the system <f>(p, a) = 0 has

a solution ( p, c/) with p > u* > q. To find y = /(A), we define

/*(0 =/(«,-!./) -/(«i+l.r)

-1 2b(Xi-i,«,_!,,) + hb(x¡,u*) + jKxt+u"/+!,,)}•

Then there exists / = j(h) such that

7A(/) > 0 > /*(> + 1),       |y(A)A -y| = O(A).

For this / there are upper and lower solutions for <f>(p, a) = 0, namely <p(u*, uj+x r)

< (0,0) < <j>(Uß,u*). <¡> is outer-diagonally decreasing; this follows by the same

estimates which show that the operator (4.1) is outer-diagonally decreasing; see [9],

[10]. Only here the upper bound for k is crucial.
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